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Tiki Chapel Announcement COVID-19 Virus

Happy Easter –
Why? Easter is about change.

By Connie Pratt

By Rev. Steve Hill – Pastor at Tiki Island Chapel

With
the
concerns surrounding the
COVID-19
virus and the
newest guidelines set forth
by President
Trump, the elders and Pastor Steve have decided that for the next few
weeks we will not gather at the Chapel for the Sunday worship services.
Instead, the service will be made available to you live by a
Zoom video stream for everyone to experience the worship
service which will still include music from Connie, Fred,
and Charlie, prayer, and the message from Pastor Steve.
On Saturday, you will receive another email with the
Zoom link to download and be able to watch the service
live at 9:00 a.m. on Sunday morning. We understand
that this will be a learning curve for our congregation, but
we want to do what we can to make our worship services
available to you during this difficult time. We will do the
same live stream for our Monday Night Bible Study and
the Wednesday Ladies Fellowship. Also, the Community
Potluck dinner scheduled for April 1st has been cancelled,
along with the Good Friday service on April 10th, and the
Community Egg Hunt scheduled for Easter Sunday, April
12th.
These actions are being taken in order to protect the health
and well-being of our congregation and community. Please
know that the Tiki Chapel leadership is here for you and
are available if you have a need.
If you are not currently on the Tiki Chapel Members
and Friends email distribution list in order to receive this
Zoom link, please email Connie at tikiislandchapel835@
gmail.com, and she will add you to the list. Any Chapel
news and event updates are sent out via this email
distribution list.

How do you cook (change) a frog? Put the frog in a pot
of water, put it on the stove and slowly turn up the heat
until the frog is cooking. Logically, I have a problem with
this answer, but it makes the point that if my environment
slowly changes, I will not notice the change until it is too
late. Today we call it behavior modification made famous
by B. F. Skinner. My “Easter” point is this, many people do not have the joy of Easter because they have slowly
drifted away from the deep truth of Jesus of Nazareth and
given up hope in God.
I like Easter eggs, there is a good surprise inside. It makes
more sense to leave the Easter egg empty, because of the
empty tomb. It also makes sense to put a good surprise
outside the egg to show Mary’s surprise to discover Jesus
alive. Easter gifts make sense here because they represent
the wonderful gift of the resurrected Jesus Christ in our
lives.
My point is, some people have lost the real joy of Easter
because things outside of them have slowly changed – our
society, families, sports priority in our lives, anything that
moves into a “god” in our lives, slowly. The cure is, rediscovering the surprise of Jesus rising from the dead – new
life. When I am connected to God, like Mary realizing
that Jesus is still in her life, I am changed because of my
limited view of what is real and possible. I heard a guy say
he is a “realist”, meaning he just looked at the facts. The
problem is, he didn’t have all the facts, nor did he accept
data that didn’t fit his view of reality. We all use limited
data. Living with a view of life that negates faith also limit
a better life – it is living in the darkness of the tomb.
Faith in the resurrected Jesus Christ helps me/us see what
can be, thus I/we have hope. This is not easy, it takes time,
courage, prayer, faith, education, and a community that
walks with us and supports us in our journey with God.
Hearing the stories of people struggling with the challenges
of life and overcoming them by drawing upon the strength
in God fills me with Easter joy. The Easter message challenges me to change my identity and makes a new story
that has room for the unexpected that increases my joy.
For example, my mortgage went up (long story) bummer,
I listened to my son-in-law talk about refinancing, something I didn’t consider, and now my mortgage goes down.
What is the saying, “don’t sweat the small stuff – it is all
small stuff”. Life is more joyful with Easter faith and hope.
Speaking for myself, as I look at my life, Covid-19, politics, or big issues, I need hope. I need to change how I see
myself in order to feel the joy of Easter. If I am to have
new life or a more abundant life, I can’t stay the way I
was that produced the issues and problems in my life and
in society. I need to wake up each day with seeing what
can be and how I need to be different to realize my hope.
God empowers me to be different, better and in ways that
bring about positive changes. God humbles me in that I
realize I don’t know everything and what I don’t know can
make my life better – surprise! Listening to God, spending
time just looking at the water, the birds, and being open to
God’s vision and wisdom in my life is what I/we need to
live with the joy of Easter. Living in hope and faith, gives
me great joy when I die to my old self and say yes to a new
identity as a disciple the resurrected Jesus Christ. Happy
Easter.

Memos

All Tiki Paper Issues are now available on
the Village of Tiki Island Website.
www.tikibulletin.com
The link to the Tiki Paper is at the bottom of the Bulletin Page.
If you do not receive a paper in the mail,
please come by and pick one up at:

Comiskey Realty | 401 Tiki Drive

Tiki Island Paper

Publisher l Liz Comiskey
Director of Marketing l Pam Castello
Editor l Jesse Castillo
Graphics l Bay Area Printing
Please contact us at
Editor@TikiIslandPaper.com
832.656.4992
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Monday - Saturday 9am to 5:30pm
Sunday 10 am to 4 pm
2014 - 45th Street
409.763.4713
www.tomsthumbnursery.com
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General Contractor Services, Inc.

713-270-5300
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Galveston Flooring & Furniture
Family owned and operated since 1979
Bassett * Braxton Culler * Stanley Chair * Hunter Douglas

Islands largest supplier of 100% recycled plastic outdoor furniture
4214 Broadway, Galveston | galvestonfurniture.comWaves
| (409)
762-5244
Mag azine | Febr uar y
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By Tammy Benefiel

If you know my husband, Jeremy Benefiel, you know this
article will embarrass him, which makes it even more fun!
I am happy to announce that after 24 years with the
Houston Fire Department, he has officially retired. His last
day was a bit emotional. His friends and colleagues stopped
by the station throughout the day recounting funny stories
and reminiscing. He went on his final call, cleaned out his
locker, removed his name plate, which he put in a duffle
bag along with 24 years of memories. We had a big dinner
with his crew one last time where the stories continued, and
laughter rang out through the station. Just before we left,
dispatch announced his retirement over the air throughout
the entire district, thanking him for his service and signing
him off. The tears in his eyes said it all.
I know he’ll miss his friends and colleagues. He will probably miss the job in some ways too. But what people don’t
know about these guys is that they sacrifice a lot to do a job
that most people would never consider. They live a lifetime
without sleep, they have too much adrenaline pumping
through their veins most of the time and there’s a constant
underlying stress knowing that peoples’ lives are in their
hands. Firemen are generally the first ones on the scene,
which means they see horrific trauma and these images that
stay with them their entire life. Not to mention their own
lives are in danger much of the time. They don’t talk about
it, but they know every time they leave for work, it may be
their last.
I am very grateful that I no longer have to hit my knees
to pray when my friends call to ask if Jeremy is on duty
|

because there’s a 3-alarm fire. I realize I am one of the lucky
ones and my heart goes out to those families that weren’t
as fortunate. I held my breath until the moment he was off
the clock because I can’t imagine this life without my best
friend.
Over his 24 years of service, he has saved countless lives,
seen several of his fellow brothers & sisters die in the line
of duty, put himself in harms’ way to protect the public and
been and excellent leader and Captain. He’ll never know
how proud I am to be his wife and how thankful I am that
he’s home safe and sound. Cheers to our future Captain
Benefiel!

409-933-0355

Ca
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Jeremy Benefiel’s Retirement

Full Service
Restaurant & Bar
Family Style Servings Available
Happy Hour Prices All Day on Sunday
on Mimosas and Bloody Mary's
Gold Ribbon Award Winner Galveston County Health Department

Now available
10% off any regular
item with this ad.
Not valid on any specials
or alcohol. Only 1
coupon per visit.

3111 Neptune
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20% off single meal for
all uniformed police
officers, fire fighters, and
military members with ID

Bayou Vista

Build and remodeling!
We are ready to change the entire look of
your kitchen, bathroom and the exterior
of your home including decks offering the
best quality of work and service.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
VAIRON PONCE
832.620.0573

vaironponce@yahoo.com
vpro-construction.com
INSURED BONDED
|
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Safe At Home During a
Pandemic
By Krissy Reida

I was originally
going to write
about my garden and my
cat. I know that
sounds lame,
but it was going to be good.
Our elderly cat
passed away a
couple of weeks
ago, and he was
my gardening
buddy. He was
my
napping
and snuggling
buddy too. He
appreciated my plants and loved to go out on the deck
and sniff around and explore his mini jungle, and then
lay in the sun, sometimes spread eagle. Our dog does
that too. Wouldn’t it be nice to not have a care in the
world? I really didn’t until recently.
Everything has changed now. I’ve been home for 5 full
days now with my son. I have an autoimmune disease
and take immunosuppressant drugs, so I have been
taking the virus scare very seriously. There are a lot of
unknowns about it still, and as a result, I have taken
extreme precautions. While I’ve been cancelling plans,
I’ve watched from my home as people continue to come
and go. Some of these people are elderly and at risk.
Regardless, anyone going out into public right now is
taking the risk of contracting the virus and passing it to
others.
My biggest problem right now is that my husband has
been stuck at work in Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan had only
a few cases of corona virus, so they closed their boarders
sometime on Saturday, making it difficult for Al and his
coworkers to get home. There are no flights to the UK,
France, Spain, Germany, etc., and some are stuck for
now. It’s a nightmare for myself and many many families
all over the world.
With all of that said, this is a pretty good place to self-isolate. I have worked on my plants. I’ve tried to catch fish
from the canal. No luck yet, but I’m actually looking
forward to the shad die off so that maybe these trout
will be interested in my lures. I’ve played my guitar. I’ve
researched the virus and continue to do so. I’ve written
2 articles (almost). I’ve mowed the yard, washed off the
boat. I’ve worked out in my garage gym. I’ve cleaned
and cleaned inside my house. Next, I may start a pressure washing project. When I’m stressed, I get it done!
For now, I’m looking for things to keep me busy and
focused, and I’m checking on my friends. I want to encourage you all to check on your friends and neighbors,
especially the elderly and help when possible, especially
if you are out and about anyway.
|

Do you like to write?
Tiki
Tiki
Would you be interested in becoming a writer for
the Tiki Paper?
We need someone with fishing expertise of the
Galveston waters who can write monthly fishing
reports about the fishing season. Fishing tips,
stories and photographs would help
make the article.
We also need writers who can fulfill subjects of
interest for Tiki residents such as available art
and music entertainment, environmental subjects,
photography and any ideas you may have to
spotlight tiki residents.
If you are not a writer but have some ideas,
please let us know and please continue to send
us your local photographs. Thanks!
Editor@tikiislandpaper.com

in
Geht with!
tousc today
u
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Tiki

Editor
Jesse Castillo

We live, work and play on Tiki Island.
Let us put our expertise to work for you.
Stop by 101 Tiki Dr. Suite 100A to see us!
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5105 Broadway St

www.SunRayPatio.com

Poly Furniture by Finch
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Galveston, TX
409.443.5159

Earth Day
By Jesse Castillo

Exerpt of the Following Article is from the April 2019 Issue
I’ve included this article excerpt from our April 2019 issue as a reminder of the history of Earth Day.
... “It all started in 1970 when Earth Day marked the
birth of the modern environmental movement. Consider
the Times in 1970 when it was the height of the counterculture movement in the United States. War raged in
Vietnam and students nationwide overwhelmingly opposed it. At the time, American V8 sedans were guzzling
up leaded gas while industries were belching out smoke
and sludge with utter complacency. In general, mainstream America remained oblivious to environmental
concerns mostly because there was just no educational
awareness at the time.
The catalyst that set the stage for the environmental
movement was the 1962 publication of Rachel Carson’s
New York Times bestseller, “Silent Spring.” It was a watershed moment that raised public awareness and concern for life on our planet, the environment and links
between pollution and public health.
After witnessing the widespread devastation of the 1969
massive oil spill in Santa Barbara California, then U.S.
Senator Gaylord Nelson, from Wisconsin, had the idea
for a national day to focus on the environment. Nelson
was inspired by the student anti-war movement and realized that if he could merge that energy with an emerging
public education about air and water pollution, it could
force environmental protection onto the national political agenda.

On April 22, 1970, 20 million Americans took to the
streets, parks and wherever they could find a venue to
demonstrate for a healthy sustainable environment.
Thousands of colleges and universities organized protests
against the deterioration of the environment. Groups
fighting against polluting factories, oil spills, raw sewage,
toxic dumps, power plants, pesticides, the loss of wilderness and the increasing extinction of wildlife realized that
they all shared common values.
Senator Nelson was successful in founding a national
Earth Day in 1970. It achieved a rare political alignment
between Republicans and Democrats as well as many
other groups. By the end of the year, the first Earth Day
lead to the creation of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the passage of the Clean Air, Clean Water
and Endangered Species Acts.
In 1990, Earth Day went global. 200 million people in
141 countries raised environmental issues to the world
stage which gave a huge boost to recycling efforts worldwide. In 1995, President Bill Clinton awarded Senator
Nelson the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest
honor given to civilians in the United States, for his role
as founder of Earth Day.
Today, Earth Day is now observed in 192 countries and
an estimated 1 billion people participate in what is believed to be the largest civic-focused day of action in the
world ...”

Earth Day 2020
By Jesse Castillo

Earth Day occurs April 22 of every year and the year 2020
will celebrate its fifty-year anniversary. Last year’s 2019
Earth Day theme was, “Protect Our Species.” Its objective was to draw attention to the rapid extinction of species across the World, which is directly linked to Climate
Change, deforestation and pollution.
Kathleen Rogers, Earth Day Network President states,
“Demand for Climate Action Announced As Earth Day
2020 Theme for 50th Anniversary Year. Climate change
represents the biggest challenge to humanity’s future and
the systems that make our world habitable.”
As citizens of our Planet, what can we do? Rogers continued, “2019 & 2020 will see 60+ national elections and
thousands of regional, provincial and city elections worldwide. “Vote Earth,” calls on citizens, particularly young
and first-time voters, to examine the environmental platforms of their candidates and vote at the ballot box for
candidates with clear, ambitious and convincing plans to
|

protect our planet. Earth challenge 2020 will empower
everyday individuals to join the largest-ever global citizen
science initiative to report on environmental health.
At the end of 2020, nations will be expected to increase
their national commitments to the 2015 Paris Agreement
on climate change. The time is now for citizens to call for
greater global ambition to tackle our climate crisis. Unless
every country in the world steps up – and steps up with
urgency and ambition — we are consigning current and
future generations to a dangerous future.”
Rogers is a very passionate and compelling speaker. Just the
words, Climate Change,” can spark vigorous debate in politics, the scientific community and in the general public.
There are two schools of thought as to the cause of Climate
Change. Is it solely a naturally occurring phenomenon?
Or, is Climate Change the result of the Human use of fossil
fuels, which release carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gasses into the air?
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Increased levels of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere are
the main causes of Climate Change.
Earth’s global Climate has been and is always changing due
to naturally occurring changes in the atmosphere. However,
many scientific agencies have evidence that human influence is now the dominant cause of recent Climate Change.
Human activities result in the emission of greenhouse gasses
such as:
Carbon Dioxide - Released during the combustion of fossil
fuels, during cement production and from land-use changes
such as deforestation.
Super Pollutants - Methane, black carbon and
Hydrofluorocarbons which are emitted from landfills, agriculture, transportation and refrigerants.
Nitrous Oxide - Released during the combustion of fossil
fuels, solid waste, agricultural and industrial activities and
the treatment of wastewater.
These gasses trap heat within the atmosphere, which can
have a range of effects on ecosystems such as severe weather
events, rising sea levels and draughts that make landscapes
more susceptible to wildfires.
Scientific agencies such as the U.S Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

concur that the dominant cause of Climate Change is due
to human activity. I do not like quoting statistics but despite the aforementioned scientific agencies, one of the latest polls show split opinions where a lot of Americans think
Climate Change is mainly caused by human activity while
a little less than a lot say there is still a disagreement among
scientists about whether human activity is a main cause.
I think you get the picture of the challenges we face but
the focus of Earth Day 2020 is not the cause of Climate
Change but what can we do to reduce the impact it has on
our Planet.
Finally, some good news is that there is partisan agreement
on some specific proposals to help lessen any changes in the
Earth’s climate. Americans, including majorities of both
Democrats and Republicans, favor preserving and replenishing forests and wetlands, manufacturing more fuel- efficient cars, moving toward renewable sources of energy such
as wind and solar and international agreements to reduce
carbon emissions.
So, what can you do? A large percentage of Americans say
they are willing to do a number of specific things in order
to help the environment, such as recycle more, use energy
efficient light bulbs, give up plastic bags at stores, give up
plastic straws and most are willing to drive less often. Also,
as mentioned early in this article, keep yourself informed
and “Vote Earth.”

8302 FM 1765 Texas City

409-933-1982
|
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This customer called
too late for their 2-car
garage. This could
happen to you if you
let termites go
untreated.

Call

Bevis Pest
Control
409-945-4214

We Can Prevent Pests!
|
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April Fools’
By Jesse Castillo

April Fools’ Day has been celebrated for centuries by different cultures but its exact origins remains a mystery.
Some speculate that it goes all the back to Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales in 1392! In some European Countries,
the April Fools’ tradition is often known as “April fish.”
Evidently, many people did not get the memo about
changing from the Julian Calendar to the Gregorian
Calendar. Those who did not know what day it was, had
paper fish placed on their back which symbilized a young,
“Easily Hooked” fish and a gullible person. Go figure.
So, enough of the History for now, let’s get to one of my
favorite April Fools’ Gags; True Story.
It was the late 1980’s and we were all young, mostly male
NASA engineers working on our certifications to train
Astronauts on the Space Shuttle On-Board Systems. We
worked in the Mission Operations Directorate. Most
of us were in our mid to late twenties and it was much
harder work than our College days. The standards were
extremely high. It was a tough Gig but we studied very
hard.
We lived on site at JSC in Building 4 across from the cafeteria. The Astronauts were on the 5th floor, Administration
on the 4th floor and Instructors and Flight Controllers
were on the remaining floors. There was just not much
of anything to do but work on our certifications. We were
all so tired of ourselves.
Needless to say, at that time, there were so very few
women in the organization. Not because they were not
qualified, it was just a cultural Paradigm of the time.
Whenever a young woman would be admitted into the
program, everyone wanted to meet her because we knew
she would have to be very smart to get into the Program
and tough enough to handle the paradigms of the times.
Believe it or not, we highly respected women who could
enter the program and succeed. We especially loved the
intellectual challenges with human Beings that were not
male. There were just so few women in the program, so,
I decided to invent one.
We lived in huge offices with 6 very large desks with
squeky chairs form the 60’s. I took one of those desks
for my invention. With a little help from a few women
on the floor, who loved my idea, we started to spread the
rumor of the new girl in our office. Most everyone in the
building were either A&M or UT so how bout some varity; A Rice University Honors Graduate, award winning
tennis athlete, artist and genuinely, a nice person.
We dressed up her desk. We put a nice little sweater on
her chair, her coffee cup was always hot and fresh, the cup
always had lip stick on it and there was always an open
training manual on her desk, with yellow high lights. We
put flowers on her desk and lots of photographs of her
family and pets and Rice University Banners. We took
the photos from magazines.
The guys startred to come into our office in droves and
|

not just from our building but other buildings! We
would almost bite off our tongues to keep from laughing
at all these poor sad pathetic guys. We would politely say,
“oh, you just missed her, she is in class, she’s off site in a
security briefing, she just went for a jog (her heels under
her desk),” the women on the floor who were in on it,
“….Just saw her in the hall, went out drinking with her
last night at the Outpost, she loves beer and the Astros &
Rockets, she’s a lot fun and…………she currently does
not have a boyfriend.”
It was like throwing gasoline onto a Gag fire! When we
were hungry, we told those poor guys, “Oh, she loves
chocolate.” They brought her, I mean us, chocolate. We
actually gained a few pounds with their generosity. We
were all studying at the time in our office, so we had time
to pull off and refine this gag. It was a great diversion for
everyone!
The gag actually lasted 4-days, up to April Fool’s Day.
When we were finally found out on April Fools’ Day;
surprisingly, there were no hard feelings. We were actually commended by our Colleagues on our creativity.
Evidently, we had set the standard for years of NASA gags
that could never be pulled off today without reprocusions.
Humor was always a great release from the highly stressful environment of training Astronauts to stay alive and
succeed in Mission Objectives.
On another note, I have to say that one of my best experiences with my 25 years at NASA were all of the firsts, in
the history of NASA. This included women firsts: First
Female Instructor, Team Lead. Sim Supervisor, Flight
Controller, Flight Director and of course, first Female
Astronaut and first Female Flight Commander. The list
continues to go on today. Be Proud!
That April Fools Day, I seemed to have lost all of my
NASA security badges. What a pain to get tempory
badges and replace them all! Well, the following day,
I found all of my NASA badges……..in the sandwich
vending machines
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Mark Twain

The Easter Bunny
By Jesse Castillo

Easter is the Christian celebration of the resurrection of
Jesus Christ. Rev. Steve Hill is the Pastor of the Tiki Island
Chapel and If you missed his Easter article on page two of
this issue, please give it a read. It is beautifully insightful.
Now, ever wonder how a Wabbit
got involved delivering Easter
eggs in the Easter celebration?
That Egg Delivering Bunny of
chocolate and treats is not only
fast and elusive, he is a Bunny of
mysterious historical origins.
The association of the Egg with
Easter does have some relevant
history in Europe. Hundreds
of years ago, churches had their
congregations abstain from eggs
during Lent. So, at that time in
England, it was a common practice for children to go door-todoor begging for eggs on the Saturday before Lent began.
People handed out eggs as special treats prior to their fast.
The members of the church congregations were allowed
to have eggs during Easter and because they were special
treats, evidently, they loved their eggs, it is believed that
decorating eggs may have begun as far back as the 13th
century. Eggs were actually boiled with some flowers to
give them color to bring Spring into their homes after all,
Eggs represent new life.

Ok, now that we are all craving some nice Easter Eggs,
let’s get, Back to the Bunny. In my late- night hours
of historical Easter Bunny research, I have found some
Crazy theoretical Origins of The Easter Bunny. But there
is a pretty solid historical explanation that makes sense.
The Easter Bunny is from another Planet. HA!
Seriously, according to various historians of this Planet,
the “Osterhase,” or Easter Hare, as an Easter symbol, has
its origins in Germany that can be traced back to German
writings of the 1500’s. The actual legend of the Easter
Bunny is deeply rooted in German tradition. I like this
story.
The story goes that a poor woman living in Germany decorated colorful eggs for her children to find in the garden.
As soon as the eggs were found by the children, a large
Hare was seen hopping away! Of course, the children
thought the Hare left the eggs. This very old legend is
thought to be the root of the Easter Bunny.
The Easter Bunny was introduced to American Folklore
by German immigrants who arrived in the Pennsylvania
Dutch country in the 1700s. The custom spread across
the U.S. The Easter Bunny expanded his morning deliveries to include chocolate and other treats and gifts in
decorated baskets. Children, including my little sisters,
left out carrots for the busy Bunny in case he got hungry
from all that hopping.
Happy Easter Tiki!

Send Us Your Photos!

We are always looking for photos of Tiki, Galveston and our immediate area. Send your high resolution image to
Editor@TikiIslandPaper.com. Please include your name and if named, a photo title.

Sunrise Under Pleasure Pier
Photographer - Jesse Castillo

|
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EASY ACCESS TO BAY!

GREAT FOR ENTERTAINING!

Diana Wilson
832.741.9500
Diana.Wilson@GaryGreene.com

Laurie Blum
713.305.6144

1246 OAHU DRIVE | $449,000

Laurie.Blum@GaryGreene.com

BAY VIEWS!

702 TIKI DRIVE | $425,000
OPEN FLOOR PLAN!

Paul & Mickie Christian
713.206.2030
paul92141@aol.com

Call us for any of your
real estate needs.
www.GaryGreene.com
©2020 Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate LLC. A Realogy Company. All Rights Reserved. Better Homes and Gardens Real
Estate LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. Better Homes and Gardens, the Better Homes and
Garden Real Estate logo are registered service marks owned by Meredith Corporation and licensed to
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate LLC.

1055 LONG REACH | $599,000

930 LONG REACH | $749,900

COOKBOOK

Tiki
Island
Resident

Now Available
The Tiki Island Chapel 2019 Cookbook is
NOW AVAILABLE! The cookbook has recipes
from the TIC members, the community and
local Galveston chefs.
Get your Cookbook Today at
the Comiskey Building
401 Tiki Drive
Mon - Fri 8-4
The cookbooks are $20 and proceeds will go
to the local charities Tiki Island Chapel
supports.

|
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Linda Landrum
Realtor
Broker Associate
409-599-8214
lindalandrum@remax.net

Historical Events in the Month of April
By Jesse Castillo

April 4, 1968 - Civil Rights leader Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King was shot and killed by a sniper in Memphis,
Tennessee.
April 6, 1917 – The U.S entered World War I in Europe
after Congress approved a declaration of war.
April 9, 1865 – The U.S. Civil War ended after General
Robert E. Lee surrendered to General Ulysses S. Grant
in the village of Appomattox Court House. Experts believe that 600,000 American deaths occurred in the War.
General Grants terms of surrender allowed Confederates
to keep their horses and return home while officers were
allowed to keep their swords and side arms.
April 11, 1968 – The Civil Rights Act of 1968 was signed
into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson a week after the
assassination of Martin Luther King. The law prohibited
discrimination in housing, protected civil rights workers
and expanded the rights of Native Americans.
April 12, 1861 - The American Civil War began when
General Pierre Beauregard commanded his Confederate
troops to open fire at 4:30 a.m. on Fort Sumter in
Charleston, South Carolina.
April 12, 1961 – Russian Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin became the first human in space. His space craft, the Vostok
I, flew to an altitude of 187 miles above the Earth and
completed a single orbit in a flight lasting 108 minutes.
This achievement intensified the ongoing Space Race between the Russians and Americans. 23-days later, Alan
Shepard became the first American in space. Shepard’s
flight was followed by President Kennedy’s 1962 open
call to land an American on the moon before the end of
the decade.
April 12, 1981 - The first Space Shuttle flight occurred
with the launching of Columbia, STS-1. Astronaut John
Young, the ninth person to walk on the moon as commander of the Apollo 16 mission in 1972, commanded
the first Shuttle flight. Robert Crippen, the STS-1 pilot,
flew a total of four Shuttle missions. Columbia spent 54
hours in space, making 36 orbits, then landed at Edwards
Air Force Base in California.
April 14, 1865 – President Abraham Lincoln was shot
and mortally wounded at Ford’s Theatre in Washington.
The performance was, Our American Cousin. The president was taken to a nearby house where he died the following morning.
April 15, 1912 – The Luxury Liner, Titanic, struck an
iceberg just before midnight and sank off the icy waters of Newfoundland at 2:27 a.m. Over 1,500 persons

|

drowned while 700 were rescued by the liner, Carpathia,
which arrived several hours after the Titanic sank.
April 18, 1775 – The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere and
William Dawes occurred to warn Patriots at Lexington
and Concord of the approaching British forces. The two
men road out of Boston around 10 p.m.
April 18, 1906 - The San Francisco Earthquake struck
at 5:13 a.m.. The quake was followed by a massive fire
from overturned wood stoves and broken gas pipes. The
fire raged uncontrollably for three days resulting in the
destruction of over 10,000 acres of property and the loss
of 4,000 lives.
April 18, 1942 - The first air raid on mainland Japan
during World War II. General James Doolittle led a
squadron of B-25 bombers that took off from the carrier,
Hornet, to bomb Tokyo and three other cities. Although
the damage was minimal, the raid boosted Allied morale
after years of Japanese military advances.
April 21, 1836 - The Battle of San Jacinto between
Texans led by Sam Houston and Mexican forces led by
Santa Anna took place near present day Houston. The
Texans decisively defeated the Mexican forces thereby
achieving independence.
April 22, 1864 - “In God We Trust” was included on all
newly minted U.S. coins by an Act of Congress.
April 23rd - Established by the Knesset, Israel’s Parliament
or legislature, Holocaust Day is in remembrance of the
estimated six million Jews killed by Nazis.
April 24, 1800 – The Library of Congress was established in Washington, D.C. It is the World’s largest library and America’s oldest federal cultural institution.
Among the 145 million items in its collections are more
than 33 million books, 3 million recordings, 12.5 million photographs, 5.3 million maps, 6 million pieces of
sheet music and 63 million manuscripts. About 10,000
new items are added each day.
April 28, 1789 – Mutiny on The Bounty! On board
the British ship Bounty, Fletcher Christian led a mutiny
against Captain William Bligh. Mr. Christian set him
and 18 loyal crew members adrift in a 23-foot open boat.
Amazingly, Bligh survived a 47-day voyage sailing over
3,600 miles before landing on a small island.
April 30, 1789 – George Washington became the first
U.S. President. His oath of office was administered on
the balcony of Federal Hall at the corner of Wall and
Broad Streets in New York City.
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Tiki Tails

Good
Day,
Mate!
My
Name
is
Sydney
I am a 5-year-old golden retriever, but I still act like a
puppy. I am originally from Western Australia and I
bark with an Aussie accent. My parents brought me
back with them when they moved back to the US a
few years ago. My favorite thing to do is to get petted
by absolutely anyone! I also love when my mom puts
the sprinklers out in the yard. I love water! I am a
sweetheart, but I just have to use my big loud bark
when I see a bird. I chase giant blue herons away as
well as ducks and seagulls. Its super fun! I love to fish
in the canal. I really watch that cork and I know when
a fish is on! Sometimes I even get to lick them a little.
If you see me on a walk, stop and say hello.
I love everyone!

Just For Grins
Late Night Wakeup
Author Unknown

It was late in the night when my wife woke me up
with the words that no one wants to hear at 3am
in the morning, “Honey, there is someone at our
front door……..The Husband was still asleep….
she said, HONEY, THERE IS SOMEONE AT
OUR FRONT DOOR!
Well, the husband woke up and heard something
at the front door, so he picked up his baseball bat
and went down the stairs to the front door. He
shouted, who’s there! In a very drunken slurred
voice, the response was, “I need a push.” The husband immediately responded, call a tow truck!
The husband immediately went back upstairs to
the comfort of his bed….Honey, who was it? Just
some drunk who needs a push. Well, Honey,
shouldn’t we help him, he might hurt himself?
AHHHHHH………the husband reluctantly
went back downstairs to look for the drunk.
He opened the front door and screamed, OK,
I’ll give you a push! Where are you!...........
Over here………….Where are you?............over
here……where? ………….On your swing…..

Tiki Fabric & Fiber
by Pat Forke

Mission
The mission of CASA of Galveston County
is to provide trained community
volunteers who advocate for the best
interest of abused and neglected children
in the foster care system in an effort to
secure safety and permanency while
increasing child abuse awareness.
Vision
To provide a CASA for every child
who needs one.
Read more about our history
www.casagalveston.org
|

Schedule

Friday April 3
Friday May 1
Friday June 5

rockynme2@gmail.com
patforke@gmail.com
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Hop On In For Your Savings!
GET ALL YOUR INSURANCE
NEEDS AT COMISKEY...
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Call Us Today!
409-935-0086
|
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